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Yuba County flood control officials on Friday received an $11 million payment from the state, helping ensure a massive levee repair project in the Plumas Lake Basin
The money comes from Proposition 1E, the $5 billion flood-control bond approved by state voters in 2007.
The money will go toward a project to move six miles of levee further away from the Feather River. This is expected to drop flood levels by a foot and also increase

The region includes the towns of Linda, Olivehurst and Plumas Lake. It is one of the most flood-prone regions of the state, flooding three times in the past half-century. The goal
The project is managed by the Three Rivers Levee Improvement Authority, which oversess 29 miles of levees protecting the basin.
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Reader comments on Sacbee.com are the opinions of the writer, not The Sacramento Bee. If you see an objectionable comment, click the "report abuse" button below it. We wi
What You Should Know About Comments on Sacbee.com

Sacbee.com is happy to provide a forum for reader interaction, discussion, feedback and reaction to our stories. However, we reserve the right to delete inappropriate comments
Here are some rules of the road:
• Keep your comments civil. Don't insult one another or the subjects of our articles. If you think a comment violates our guidelines click the "report abuse" button to notify the

• Don't use profanities, vulgarities or hate speech. This is a general interest news site. Sometimes, there are children present. Don't say anything in a way you wouldn't want you
• Do not attack other users; focus your comments on issues, not individuals.

• Stay on topic. Only post comments relevant to the article at hand. If you want to discuss an issue with a specific user, click on his profile name and send him a direct message.
• Do not copy and paste outside material into the comment box.
• Don't repeat the same comment over and over. We heard you the first time.
• Do not use the commenting system for advertising. That's spam and it isn't allowed.
• Don't use all capital letters. That's akin to yelling and not appreciated by the audience.

You should also know that The Sacramento Bee does not screen comments before they are posted. You are more likely to see inappropriate comments before our staff does, s

If you submit a comment, the user name of your account will appear along with it. Users cannot remove their own comments once they have submitted them, but you may ask o
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